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Ramadan: a time for patience and prayer

Students commemorate Islamic fasting tradition as holy month closes

By Christopher Holca / Staff Writer

This week marks the end of the Muslim holy month Ramadan.

“It happens every year for one month,” said senior nursing major Haylai Mohammadi. “This year started on Aug. 1.”

Ramadan, celebrated during the ninth month of the Islamic calendar, represents a time of self-control, dedication, and fasting, said Mohammadi. During Ramadan, Muslims participate in fasting, which is one of the five Pillars of Islam described in the Quran.

“It’s a full month of purity, restraining from any evil acts and being a good person to your peers,” said Mohammadi.

Fasting consists of not consuming food or drinks, including water, from sunrise to sunset.

“It’s tough but it is really more of a mentality kind of thing,” Mohammadi said.

At sunset, Muslims break their fast with a large meal.

“At that moment, food has never tasted so good,” Mohammadi said.

SJSU graduate student Summi Ravinni moved from India one year ago and is committed to the tradition but has trouble keeping up with fasting.

“Since I am away from family and I am here with students and work, it’s been a little difficult to keep up with it, but I try to fast as much as I can,” Ravinni said.

Although time constraints prevent full fasting dedication, Ravinni said she is conscious of the significance of Ramadan.

“Ramadan is about self-control and patience, which dedicates you to worshipping Allah,” she said.

Ravinni said she and her family in India have always donated this time of year to help the needy.

“It is also a good way for people to know the importance of donation,” she said.

Muslims follow their five daily prayers during certain times of the day (Fajr, Dhuhr, Asr, Maghrib, Isha). At noon, Asr in the afternoon, Maghrib at sunset and Isha, the evening prayer.

Software engineering senior Adil- faqil Islam keeps with up his daily prayers as much as possible.

“I pray at the mosque at least three times a day,” he said.

The December holy month, “said senior nursing major Haylai Mohammadi. “Th is year started on Aug. 1. ”

A new student from India, Summi Ravinni, moved to SJSU for the fall semester of this year.

Ravinni, who just received a grant to study HIV in Canada for a semester, would have been with her only a few months ago.

Lewallen will soon relocate to Canada, where she will spend a year conducting an ethnographic study looking at the effect of globalization among people in Canada.
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What is the fun about, anyway? Apple is a company, no one can argue with that. But the real question is: does Mac marketing and the other innovations that have come out of those two houses — they are still in play after all these years — just because they are brilliant, the company to the top, I’d say. Jobs, no. The company itself. Let’s hand over the reins and call it a day.

If the advancement of technology depends on cutting-edge innovation, Apple Inc. exudes should aspire to a sign of relief that Steve Jobs has given up his post. But as good things must come to an end — in its own words — the Harry Potter series — must meet the end of Jobs.

That’s not to say he wasn’t an asset to the company during his tenure. What a boss developer and publisher Steve Jobs was. But also lets also keep in mind that the company did not dissolve without his leadership.

As we all know, Computers have made our lives easier; we can make programs computers and at look the at the field it has in that market to-day, not to mention its impact on the growth of tablets, cell phones and even our lives. Jobs, after all, Jobs already has the hardware. The people will get what they want and as it turns out, Jobs.

Consumers consider Apple products to be innovative. Superb products sell themselves, every company knows that. Branding does. Where the competition doesn’t even think about, the Apple on its packaging. Jobs’ signature trademark isn’t selling anything.

Since word that Jobs isn’t on the board, its not like Apple has surprised with anything, but we might as well be forward to a new money maker as well and perhaps another future, when the latest iProducts has come.

With Jobs taking a much lesser role in terms of absence of the company because of health, Steve Jobs has a new head honcho. The question is, who can keep pace with the demand from the millions of Mac users, who want, who can do the $1000 be there, that they would regard Jobs as the man on the planet. He understands what people are looking for in a product and yet it’s as if he knows better than the consumers themselves. He is only in the public’s interest because of his influence, preferring to stay and continue to create the newest products as we can.

When I heard that Jobs was in charge, I was shocked. It was also, but Jobs, it was also a decision, but the kind that, even though you knew it was coming, you had to be there. He wasn’t it.

“Catherine” provides alternate life

Steve Jobs has always been something of a visionary in the Apple brand—tory-thing of a youth. He is a master plan-ner and innovator as well as one of the most creative minds on the planet. He is creative, and gets only the best results from his teams. He is creative and accomplished and a story business.

Steve’s leave is not to be felt lightly

— by Joshua Night

Steve Jobs has always been something of a visionary in the Apple brand—tory-thing of a youth. He is a master plan-ner and innovator as well as one of the most creative minds on the planet. He is creative, and gets only the best results from his teams. He is creative and accomplished and a story business.

After a night of crazy drinking. Vincent wakes up from an intense nightmare and finds the most beautiful woman he’s ever met naked on his bed. No, it may sound like something out of a bad dream, but it’s all true. Every nightmare Vincent has every been is a boss fight, or is it? Each one more challenging than the last. Each one more addictive. Each climb is a race against time. When in between the levels of a nightmare, Vincent will find opportunities. Each night, Vincent will have nightmares, and this is where the real gameplay takes place. In these nightmares, a tail-naked Vincent with sheep horns and the hat’s jackel performs an evil task to collect the bone boxes in order to escape by reaching the climax of the game. These bone boxes fall, so scaling the blocks quickly is key to the game. Yes, the core gameplay in Catherine revolves around climbing—jumping—climbing—falling. But before the player’s patience is low and another repeat, a game’s designer has to do what he can to make the game stick. When the game’s difficulty level affects the story so much, that players are interested in the game, they should do whatever they can to clear those puzzles. As crazy and insane factors gameplay may be, there is a lot to like about Catherine.

For example, the vast and beautiful world of both original game music and music. The themes of the legendary Beethoven and Chopin really enhance the stories of climbing blocks. In addition to the stellar music, Catherine also has a cast of great voice actors. The main charac- ters might be disappointed to know that the game is extremely hard. — violence, blood, sexual themes, — just because of its Mature rating. Purists might be disappointed to know that the game is extremely hard.

At least one of the best games of the year.

However, that this definitely is a game for not everyone. Not just because of its Mature rating, but for nearly everything in the book. The story, the gameplay, the characters, the mechanics, the music, the story and gameplay may be, there is a lot to like about Catherine.

In the end, it is a good job for teams to be stepping down. It is the best job for them and his health. He is a remark- able, brilliant, and has been in every top spot of his first and most influential venture.

Catherine provides alternative life

by Stephanie Victor
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The game’s difficulty level affects the story so much, that players are interested in the game, they should do whatever they can to clear those puzzles. As crazy and insane factors gameplay may be, there is a lot to like about Catherine.

Fourth Street Garage and Second & San Carlos Street Garage
SJSU Fall Semester Parking August 15 thru December 31, 2011 for SJSU Students
Paraimg permits at Garage Offices. For more information, call (408) 794-1090. Retail and cinema validations accepted at both garages.
Already a killer storm, Irene slushed through the New York metropolitan area Sunday, briefly flooding parts of the city and severing power to a million people but not provoking the doomsday urban disaster that had been feared.

Dissipated to a tropical storm and racing to its own overnight demise in New England and Canada, Irene killed at least 18 people in six states. More than 4.5 million customers lost power along the East Coast and well inland.

Initial property damage estimates ranged up to $7 billion.

And it was not over yet.

“Many Americans are still at serious risk of power outages and flooding, which could get worse in coming days as more water past their banks...” President Barack Obama said Sunday evening. “There are a lot of communities that are still being affected.”

Home drenched immense amounts of rain on a region already saturated by summer downpours. Many communities in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, eastern New York, Connecticut, Vermont and elsewhere were dealing with overflowing streams and flooding towns.

State and local authorities warned of more to come and they urged residents not to become complacent. It takes some time for rain water to accumulate, they said, tree roots were weakening in the over-moist soil and the danger will not end for days.

Gov. Chris Christie told New Jersey residents to “stay inside,” Gov. Chris Christy of Brooklyn. “I’m glad people did what they were told. They’re very knowledgeable now…. they know better than to come outside to inspect the damage.”

But authorities added it could have been much worse.

The evacuation of at least 2.3 million coastal residents – and other precautions – “dramatically reduced risk to life,” said Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano.

Craig Fugate, administrator of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, downplayed suggestions that the government had overreacted.
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RANKINGS: Scholarly papers boost SJU

FROM PAGE 1

[“Open access] is not Napotter for science,” said Peter Suber, who is currently a fellow at Harvard’s Berkman Center for Internet and Society, in his paper Open Access Overview. “It’s about lawful shar- ing in disregard of law.”

Jordan Lui, a sophomore inter- nationally business major, also con- sider the financial implications of the new policy.

“I think the ranking doesn’t mean much,” he said. “But if it can help us secure more funding to help ease the budget cuts com- ing from Sacramento, that would be great.”

Currently the SJU Library has more than 100,000 open access jour- nals and databases on its website, covering a multitude of fields in the sciences, business and others fields, according to the program’s website.

“I don’t really know until the night before Eid that Eid is going to be the next day,” said Islam. “It gives a whole new perspective on international education.”

FROM PAGE 2

Helen Stevens, director of International Programs and Ser- vices, said number of interna- tional students has doubled, while more local students have been enrolled each year since the student adopted its 15 years ago.

“Everybody the world comes to- gether in this place,” Stevens said.

SFSU’s 2009 ranked the No. 1 public master’s university — it may be an indica- tor of the global visibility of a uni- versity.

Despite the ranking, Stevens said his experience as part of the Fulbright Program was exciting.

Lewellen, who has conducted two major studies on people living with HIV, said this study will allow him to determine if things have changed in the region since his last study, which was conducted in 1998.

ROMANO: Time of Fast draws to completion

FROM PAGE 1

England, said he hoped to chron- icle the treatment available in Canada because the treatment available in its single-payer health care system is better and cheap- er than what is available in the United States.

“The model of HIV care can be applied to other chronic diseases,” Lewellen said. “A lot of what they are doing in Canada is cutting edge in terms of trying to come up with solutions to problems. In the U.S., we are still kind of going in circles.”

According to the program’s website, 10 faculty members and five students from SJU have gotten into the program since 1995.
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“What’s interesting is how different the disease AIDS is be- cause when I wrote those articles, it was a death sentence,” Lewellen said.

Political science Professor Larry Soleyek, who was part of the Fullbright Program in 2000, said his experience as part of the program was existing.
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By Ron Gleeson  
Sports Editor

The biggest question for the Spartan football squad heading into the 2011 season was answered Wednesday when head coach Mike MacIntyre announced his opening day depth chart.

A quarterback battle that has lasted since the first practice of spring was put to rest with the announcement that senior Matt Faulkner was chosen by MacIntyre to lead the Spartan offense for its season opener against Stanford.

"It's what I came here to do," Faulkner said following his first practice after the announcement. "It's the best decision for the team, for the program and for me so I'm excited to start and I'm excited, thrilled really."

MacIntyre said he made his decision based on statistical percentages kept for all three quarterbacks, including sophomore Dannan Stewart and freshman Blake Jurich.

"Matt came out of the fall, had the best percentages and led the team most effectively," he said. "I'm excited about where we are at.

Stewart was named Faulkner's backup and Jurich was slotted into the No. 3 role.

Faulkner said he understood MacIntyre's priority for quarterback was consistency.

"To Coach Mac it's all about consistency," he said. "From what I understand consistency is the key. Coach Mac is a big on consistency. I hope I provide the consistency he is looking for.

Faulkner said he chose to come here at SJSU because he saw it as his best opportunity to wind up starting come fall.

"This school by far seemed like the most obvious choice," he said. "I'm very glad I chose to come here. Obviously it has been a great opportunity to come play at SJSU because he saw it as his best opportunity to wind up starting come fall.

"I was very excited because it was my first goal with the Spartans," said Faulkner. "I'm very glad I chose to come here. Obviously it has been a great opportunity to come play at SJSU because he saw it as his best opportunity to wind up starting come fall.

MacIntyre's notion of the fragility of each team's depth chart is now a reality.

"Matt Faulkner drops back to pass during the annual spring scrimmage game. Faulkner played in 36 games in 2010, all as a starter. Photo by Brian James/Spartan Daily"

MacIntyre said the only other tough decisions that remained on the board while the focus on the depth chart was the starting defensive line.

"There was a real good battle on the defensive line," he said. "You usually need 9-10 guys in order to be competitive, so they will be constantly being flipped for the starting positions.

MacIntyre said having so many bodies for the defensive line is a common occurrence coming off an injury-riddled 2010 season for SJSU.

Last year the team barely had enough defensive tackle to get on the field at times during the season.

"It was just actually filling out the depth chart," MacIntyre joked. "The biggest thing was actually filling out the depth chart. I'm looking forward to filling out the same depth chart week after week.

Also raising MacIntyre's spirits is the amount of experience his team has on the field.

"It is always encouraging having guys with experience on the field," he said. "The players who have played before know they have to concentrate hard during the week. The preparations during the week and the mental capacity you have to embrace during the week it really important that it shows up on Saturdays."

MacIntyre said the Spartans running back situation also has him resting at ease.

Returning running back Brandon Rutley, who led the Spartans in rushing yards and making touchdowns last season, has been shifted into the backing running back position behind junior David Freeman.

MacIntyre said that this is mainly because Rutley is slated to be the main return man on special teams.

"It is a competition at go," he said. "I see them getting equal numbers Rutley is a good utility guy for us. We will be getting returns for us which all make him more timed, giving Freeman more run from scrimmages."

Football team announces first depth chart

Week 1 Depth Chart

Offense
QB-Matt Faulkner (Sr.)  
WR-Red Grisby (Sr.)  
WR-Chandler Jones (So.)
WR-Jabari Carr (Sr.)
RB-David Freeman (Jr.)
RB-Issa Lupu (Sr.)
TE-Raymon Otten (Sr.)
LT-Dan Quinseyberry (Sr.)
C-Robbie Reed (Gtr.)
RE-Nicholas Kaspar

Defense
DE-Mohamed Marah (Grad.)
DE-Travis Johnson (Jr.)
DE-Brandon Rutley (Sr.)
LB-Keith Smith (Sr.)
LB-Peyton Thompson (Sr.)
LB-Sharday Drive (Sr.)
S-Duane Henshaw (Sr.)
S-James Orth (Sr.)
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Spartans dance to season-opening three-goal victory

The crowd was on its feet for the SJU men’s soccer team on Friday, who beat the Fresno Paciﬁc Sunbirds 4-1 in their season opener.

“We know nothing about this team,” said Spartan head coach Gary St. Clair. “About of course, who is in the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics.”

The Sunbirds are coming off a 9-10-2 record last season and in the Golden State Athletic Conference.

The game’s first goal came from junior Dylan Murphy with a cross from midway forward Craig Hotker to senior midfielder Nick Cashmere, who connected with Murphy, setting him free for a shot to the far post and a score.

“I was very excited because it was my first goal with the Spartans,” said Murphy. “Cashmere was the best percentage and led the conference points for the year.”

MacIntyre’s priority for quarterback is the consistency he is looking for. “I hope I do a great job (this season),” said Cashmere, who ended up becoming the starting quarterback job.

“A quick pass into the middle by senior wide receiver Mark Venus led to scores for the final goal of the game,” said Murphy. “Finishing has been a problem with us, so Murphy regarded his team’s efforts. ‘Today we did a great job at finishing has been a problem with us’,” he said.

Matt Faulkner drops back to pass during the annual spring scrimmage game. Faulkner played in 36 games in 2010, all as a starter. Photo by Brian James/Spartan Daily

MacIntyre said that although Murphy’s penalty was the high point of the game, Murphy attempted a shot with a loose ball at the top of the 18-yard box, scoring his second goal of the game.

“I don’t think the goalie was expecting it,” said Murphy. “I had my back faced to him and he thought I was probably going to try the ball back and I just turned around and smacked it.”

Within one minute of Murphy’s second goal, Craig Hotker took a pass from senior midfielder Robert Casteneda at the top left of the penalty box, shot to the far post and a score.

“After the first opportunity I missed, I kind of had to hit it,” said Hotker. “I had the best opportunity of the game.”

MacIntyre said he made his commitment to the starting depth chart at 7:00 p.m. on Thursday.

“I hope we just keep it up,” said MacIntyre. “I hope we just keep it up.”

The biggest question for the Spartan football squad heading into the 2011 season was answered Wednesday when head coach Mike MacIntyre announced his opening day depth chart.

A quarterback battle that has lasted since the first practice of spring was put to rest with the announcement that senior Matt Faulkner was chosen by MacIntyre to lead the Spartan offense for its season opener against Stanford.

"It’s what I came here to do," Faulkner said following his first practice after the announcement. "It’s the best decision for the team, for the program and for me so I’m excited to start and I’m excited, thrilled really."

MacIntyre said he made his decision based on statistical percentages kept for all three quarterbacks, including sophomore Dannan Stewart and freshman Blake Jurich.

"Matt came out of the fall, had the best percentages and led the team most effectively," he said. "I’m excited about where we are at.

Stewart was named Faulkner’s backup and Jurich was slotted into the No. 3 role.

Faulkner said he understood MacIntyre’s priority for quarterback was consistency.

"To Coach Mac it’s all about consistency," he said. "From what I understand consistency is the key. Coach Mac is a big on consistency. I hope I provide the consistency he is looking for.

Faulkner said he chose to come here at SJSU because he saw it as his best opportunity to wind up starting come fall.

"This school by far seemed like the most obvious choice," he said. "I’m very glad I chose to come here. Obviously it has worked out and I am ready to go.

MacIntyre said that although Faulkner was the most impressive during summer and fall practices, things on top of the depth chart can change quickly.

"There have been two programs for me to play before we have two first-gear guys got hurt and the third team guys wind up becoming the starter for a week,” he said. "We are one away from each other’s position so they will be constantly being flipped for the starting positions.

"Dawson and Blake may still get in the game — they are one up on the team — so after we are one away from each other’s position so they will be constantly being flipped for the starting positions."
New Paul Rudd comedy tugs on heart strings with drifter’s misadventures with family

It is definitely not a “Forgetting Sarah Marshall” or a “Hangover” sort of experience, where amusingly farcical coincidences strike the happiest characters and crusty old hippies explode, but director Jesse Peretz creates a great little story about people who are believably real.

Sure there are plenty of gaffes, but for the most part, each of the characters’ quirky tragedies feel real as they are explored through the interactions with Rudd’s character Neil Rochlin — who is much less an idiot than he is a hopelessly loving and kind drifter, complete with a dog named Willie Nelson.

Everyone has that friend or uncle that is maybe not all “put together” but is still lovable and friendly, and Rudd embodies the archetype perfectly.

After he is released from prison, Neil sort of drifts around the homes of his family, doing odd jobs to get himself back on his feet.

Each of his sisters is arguably a little crazier than the last, and Ned’s meddling in their affairs stirs up much of the problems they see themselves getting into.

Emily Mortimer plays Liz, the eldest, who is a stay-at-home mom dealing with an overbearing husband and two kids.

Elizabeth Banks plays Lisa, a cutthroat journalist who will do anything pretty much to get a story, and who has a difficult friend-zone romance with her neighbor.

Finally, Zooey Deschanel plays Natalie, a bawdy, hipster-failed comedian who lives in a commune with her girlfriend and a whole bunch of hippies.

What amazed me about the movie is the amount of star power the cast holds.

One only has to say that Paul Rudd is in a new movie and gain the interest of many, but after one adds in each of the sisters, there “Oh, it’s that guy” actor, and Rashida Jones, you’ve got pretty much everyone covered in the up-and-coming comedy actors department. Heck, just Zooey Deschanel’s inclusion will bring in every hipster on the side of Urban Outfitters.

As a result, it’s almost too much talent in the room — each of the characters is very well acted, but the sheer volume of stars almost borders on the feeling you get from a large ensemble cast where it’s hard to keep everyone’s name straight and you start to think of the actor’s name rather than the character’s when they walk on screen.

So many times I said to myself, “Oh, funny guy from ‘Cluefield’ is back,” or “Hey! The dude from ‘Party Down’” which got to be a little tiresome.

Distractions aside, the performances were spot on, the movie had so many memorable and hilarious moments, and it even tugged on the heartstrings a bit when things got tough for Ned and Co.

I found myself really identifying with the main cast, laughing hysterically a few times, and more than a little bummed when things weren’t going the right way for them.

“Our Idiot Brother” is a great little independent movie, providing just what you need to recover from summer and start a new — a few laughs and a fun story about a crazy family.

‘Our Idiot Brother’ delivers solid, enjoyable laughs

MOVIE REVIEW
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The Student Union: Bowling Alley

I’m sure you have been told a dozen times but let’s make it a baker’s dozen — there is a bowling alley on campus!

Games for SJSU students are $2 per game and $1.75 for shoe rentals but that doesn’t mean that your other friends can’t come, too — they just have to pay a little more.

Monday through Wednesday there are nightly specials on games and from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. there is “Glow in the Dark Bowling” with music and lights for no extra charge.

Also at the Bowling Center is the option to play billiards and table tennis, and there’s an arcade if you get tired of schooling your friends in 10 frames.

The Bowling Center is located in the lower level of the Student Union. If you have trouble finding the Bowling Center just ask someone at the Information Center or listen for the sounds of pins being knocked down.

The Event Center

We also have the Event Center on campus, which is used for SJSU basketball games as well as for concerts and other sporting events.

There is an Event Center Box Office with windows and a marque located outside which sells tickets and promotes upcoming events.

While attending basketball games is free for current students with a valid Tower ID card, concerts and other events are not.

Some upcoming events that will be held at the Event Center are Show Lung Encore World Tour on September 11, San José Mecnacan Heritage Festival: Orchestra of Spanish Harlem with special guest Tito Puente Jr. on September 23 and the U.S. Open XVI Brasilian Jiu Jitsu on October 15.

Also located in the Event Center is the Sport Club Fitness Center, which is open to SJSU students and has a fitness room, dance/fitness studios, mini gym, racquetball courts and locker rooms.

If you like playing pick up basketball, look no further than the basketball court on the lower level. There are almost always 5 on 5 games being played.

The Aquatic Center

Take advantage of these high temperatures with the 10-meter pool located on campus before the weather changes and it becomes cold and wet.

This isn’t just a run-of-the-mill pool located in your neighbor’s backyard.

There are lanes for swimming laps if you’re trying to take a more active approach, as well as recreational swimming for those not trying to enjoy an afternoon with friends.

For students looking for a little bit of a thrill there is a high dive to jump, dive or belly flop off of but don’t worry about hitting the bottom of the pool because it’s 15 feet deep.

If it’s all right if you can’t swim though — just lounge in a chair and catch some rays.

If you are currently enrolled as an SJSU student with a valid Tower ID card you will be allowed entrance during the pool’s operational hours for free and if not you’re not a student you can purchase a daily pass for $3.

Spartan Stadium

Spartan Stadium is the home field for SJSU’s football and men’s and women’s soccer teams.

The start of football season is only a few days away and in a few weeks SJSU will be hosting its first home game against Nevada at Spartan Stadium.

Spartan Stadium is located on Alma Avenue between Seventh and 10th Streets.

Football games are free for — you guessed it — current students who have a valid Tower card ID.

Tailgating is a big part of any home game for fans and students alike, so get there early to join in the pregame festivities.

There is nothing like starting off your Saturday afternoon with a bunch of Spartan fans barbecuing, eating, drinking and getting pumped up to watch the football game later that afternoon.

If this is your first year at SJSU tailgating before a football game makes the college football experience come alive.

Tailgate parking opens 5 hours prior to kickoff and space is available on a first-come, first-serve basis for $30 per space.

If you don’t feel like tailgating or don’t want to pay for parking there is a free shuttle service that transports people to and from Spartan Stadium.

The shuttle picks people up on San Salvador Street near the Joe West dorms and brings people back and forth before, during and after the game.